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Abstract

Perfluorosulfonic acids (PFSAs), are commonly used as solid polymer electrolyte membranes (PEMs) in electrochemical energy devices, where they are vulnerable to attack by hydroxyl radical species during operation, which reduces their effectiveness. A popular strategy to combat this problem is to introduce radical scavengers like cerium (Ce) ions that neutralize these species before they attack the PFSA. Such cation doping creates a multi-ion system, in which understanding the mechanisms of cation solvation and transport becomes important for effective design and utilization of PFSA-cation systems. Ce ions also provide a representative model system for multication-exchanged ionomers in electrochemical systems. In this study, hydration and conductivity measurements, along with X-ray fluorescence and scattering, are employed to elucidate how Ce ion exchange alters PFSA’s ionic solvation as well as nano- and mesoscale morphology which ultimately control its ion transport properties. A molecular transport model is used to delineate the impact of Ce ions on the local solvation structure of water in the membrane from mesoscale changes of the transport pathways. The combined experimental and theoretical analysis reveals a nonlinear decrease in conductivity driven by cation solvation at the molecular level and morphological changes at larger length scales. Migration-diffusion coupling, its nonlinear dependence on ion-exchange and hydration, and its overall implications for ionomer performance are also discussed in order to provide an applicable case study. These findings have the potential to be translated into other mixed cation-ionomer systems for a wide range of energy and environmental devices.
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1. **Introduction**

With the advent of many electrochemical energy storage and conversion devices, such as flow batteries, electrolyzers, and fuel cells, there is a need to understand ion transport phenomena in these materials. Such systems typically rely on ion-conducting polymers, known as ionomers, as separators and solid electrolytes. While protons are generally the species of interest, other cations of varying oxidation states are present as redox species (in flow batteries, chlor-alkali, electrolysis),\(^1\) radical scavengers or de-alloyed metals from Pt (in fuel cells),\(^2,3\) or contaminants, in general,\(^4,5\) leading to complex poly(anion)-cation and cation-proton interactions, collectively impacting ion transport and device functionality.\(^6\)

A widely used ionomer in these applications is perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA), due to its remarkable ion transport properties within a mechanically robust matrix.\(^6\) PFSA’s hydrophobic fluorocarbon backbone and fixed hydrophilic sulfonate end groups (referred to as “sulfonate groups” throughout the text) that, upon hydration, forms a phase-segregated nanostructure that enables ion transport (i.e., protons and cations).\(^6\) While this material is commonly utilized and studied for polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) and electrolyzers, it is also a representative system to understand the roles of electrolyte properties and structure-functionality on electrochemical device performance.

Despite its chemical stability under a wide range of conditions, the PFSA polymer is still vulnerable to attack by radical species such as HO•, HOO• and H•, which originate from the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (H\(_2\)O\(_2\)), leading to PFSA degradation.\(^7-9\) Radical attack causes scission of the polymer chains, leading to its irreversible “unzipping” and subsequent release of fluorinated degradation products into reactant outlet streams,\(^10\) which is exacerbated during hot and dry operating conditions.\(^11,12\) This attack leads to global thinning of the membrane during operation,\(^13\) which can further enhance peroxide/radical generation due to increased reactant crossover.\(^14,15\) Furthermore, chemical and mechanical degradation are interdependent: radical attack diminishes the mechanical properties of the ionomer, such as tensile strength, ductility, fracture toughness, and creep resistance, which can increase its susceptibility to physical failure under mechanical stress.\(^16-18\) Mechanical stress can also reduce the activation energy necessary for chemical degradation processes to proceed.\(^19\)

An effective strategy to mitigate membrane degradation is to employ scavengers that can neutralize radical species. Cerium cations (herein referred to as “Ce ions”) or oxides (e.g., ceria)
are commonly used in PEFC membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) because of their ability to react with and neutralize radicals rapidly and reversibly, which drastically improves PFSA durability. Ce ions\(^7\) or ceria/ceria-based nanomaterials\(^{20-22}\) have been shown to reduce fluoride emissions and improve voltage stability during accelerated PEFC durability testing by 1-3 orders of magnitude. Owing to its facile redox chemistry and stability in acidic media, Ce\(^{3+}\) is oxidized by HO•, and Ce\(^{4+}\) is reduced by H\(_2\)O\(_2\), which is readily available in the MEA under typical operating conditions.\(^8\) Due to the relatively high concentration of H\(_2\)O\(_2\) during PEFC operation and PFSA acidity, modeling suggests that > 99% of the Ce ions exist in the hydroxyl radical scavenging trivalent ion form.\(^{23}\) These ionic species, though, can transport within the MEA due to gradients in ionic potential,\(^{24-27}\) ion concentration,\(^{27-30}\) and ionomer hydration.\(^{31,32}\) Other factors, such as membrane compression\(^{31,33}\) and degradation/detachment of cation-exchanged polymer fragments\(^{31,34}\) could also cause undesired cation movement.

Ce ion transport has been quantified experimentally using ex situ techniques, at concentrations locally exceeding the initial value in both the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) and catalyst layer (CL) ionomer regions. In the plane of the active electrode area, Ce ions have been measured at relatively high concentrations near drier regions and at lower concentrations near wetter regions.\(^{31,32}\) High concentrations of Ce have also been measured in the CLs using through-plane elemental analysis.\(^{26,31,35}\) Modeling and experimental studies indicate that Ce ions initially situated in the PEM will migrate into the cathode CL ionomer, where they can saturate the sulfonic acid groups, depleting the PEM of Ce ions and displacing protons in the CL.\(^{14,26,36}\) Furthermore, such saturation of CL ionomer may diminish performance,\(^{37}\) especially during high current-density operation.\(^{14,38}\) In this work, we move beyond these empirical observations to understand the genesis of cation transport in energy-conversion devices, in order to quantify it and its effects to ensure effective device design.

Although the literature is rich with studies on structure-property relationships of PFSA membranes fully exchanged with other cations,\(^{24,39-46}\) there are few investigations on mixed cation-proton systems,\(^{5,6,13,39,42}\) and a paucity of insights into the transport mechanisms of multivalent cations, such as Ce; those that exist are focused primarily on overall MEA performance and durability.\(^{47-49}\) Thus, it is yet to be elucidated how the addition of Ce ions at controlled doping levels affects the membrane’s structure and functionality. In this paper, we aim to delineate the roles of ion solvation and cation-proton interactions on the resulting variations to transport. While
Ce ions are commonly used additives in PEFCs, deconvoluting the intricate relationship between its local oxidation state and concentration, ionomer/ionic hydration state, and the resulting effects on both PFSA morphology and ion transport is not trivial. In this work, properties of PFSA membranes doped with Ce$^{3+}$ and Ce$^{4+}$, such as water uptake, conductivity, and nano/mesoscale structural features, are measured, interrelated, and modeled to establish hydration-structure-transport relationships. The results are discussed to identify the key ion doping levels impacting ionomer functionality and cell performance and to elucidate the underlying transport mechanisms of cation complexes in solid-acid electrolyte systems. As a result, Ce ions in PFSA can be used as a model system to understand better these and other interrelated interactions governing ion transport from the nano- to mesoscales.

2. Experimental Methods
2.1 Membrane preparation

Nafion™ NR-211 PFSA membranes (Ion Power, Inc.) with nominal thicknesses of 25 μm were received in protonated (H$^+$) form. Membranes were cation-exchanged by soaking them in aqueous solutions of Ce(III) nitrate and Ce(IV) sulfate (Sigma Aldrich), to introduce a range of ion exchange fractions of cations of the corresponding charge. Ce$^{3+}$ contents were controlled by adjusting the concentration of the external solution, while a range of Ce$^{4+}$ exchange fractions were obtained by soaking specimens in saturated Ce(IV) sulfate solutions for different durations due to its low solubility. Afterward, the membranes were rinsed in deionized (DI) water to remove excess solution on the surface and subsequently dried at 25°C and 10% RH. Ce concentrations ($C_{Ce}$) in the membranes were measured using X-ray fluorescence (XRF). A QUANT’X energy dispersive XRF spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a 3.5 mm aperture, an aluminum filter, an accelerating voltage of 12 kV, a tube current of 1.98 mA, and a scan duration of 1 minute/point was used for all XRF measurements. The CeLα fluorescence peak (4.84 keV) and background were fit using integrated software, which was verified to obtain a peak intensity accuracy of > 99%. Ce fluorescence intensities were calibrated using 3 thin film standards (Micromatter) with a precision of ±5%, which yielded a linear calibration curve with $R^2 > 0.99$.

The saturated concentration of Ce$^{2+}$ in a dry PFSA ($C_{Ce(2)}^{sat}$) is reached when every sulfonic acid group is bound to a Ce cation of charge, $z_{Ce}$ (equal to +3 or +4):
where $M_{Ce}$ is the atomic mass of Ce (140.11 g/mol), $\rho_{PFSA}$ is the density of dry PFSA (1.97 g/cm$^3$), and $EW_{PFSA}$ is the equivalent weight of the proton-form PFSA (nominally 1100 g/mol$SO_3$-). The latter two values were taken from the manufacturer spec sheet. We note that, while various treatments exist in the literature for calculation of EW in the presence of cations,$^5$ in this work, EW is defined based on the fraction of sulfonate groups in the membrane and, therefore, assumed to not change with Ce ion concentration.$^a$ For Ce$^{3+}$ and Ce$^{4+}$, $C_{Ce,sat}$ was calculated to be 90.2 and 67.7 mgCe/cm$^3$ ionomer, respectively. Finally, using these values, the Ce ion exchange fraction ($f_{Ce}$) may be calculated as:

$$f_{Ce} = \frac{C_{Ce}}{C_{Ce,sat}}$$

The calibration curves for Ce$^{3+}$ and Ce$^{4+}$ ion exchange are shown in Figure S1a and b, respectively. Ce-exchanged films were characterized in 3 locations, which yielded typical standard deviations of $f_{Ce} < 0.05$.

### 2.2 Water uptake

Membrane water uptake was measured gravimetrically as a function of relative humidity (RH) using a dynamic vapor sorption (DVS) analyzer (Surface Measurement Systems) at 25°C. First, the samples were dried in the DVS at 0% RH and 25°C for 2 hours to set a standard “dry state” with an initial sample weight, $M_0$. The samples were then humidified from 0 to 90% RH with increasing RH steps of 10%, and then to 98% RH. Samples were dehydrated back to 0% RH with the same RH values and interval, but in the opposite sequence. Water (mass) uptake of the membrane, $\Delta M_W$, was continuously determined from the weight change with respect to the initial “dry state” weight, $M_0$. At each RH step, the samples were equilibrated until the change in the sample weight, $\Delta M_W/M_0$, was less than 0.005%/min. The water content, $\lambda$, typically defined as the number of water molecules per sulfonate group, was calculated based on the measured water uptake, $\Delta M_W/M_0$:

---

$^a$ Assuming that in full Ce$^{3+}$ exchange, the EW in proton from (1100 g/mol) increases by $M_{Ce}/z_{Ce}$ (= 46 g/mol), and changes by < 4%, which results in a change in the calculated water content by $\lambda = 0.4$ for high hydration levels ($\lambda > 10$). This corresponds to less than 3% change for most doping levels in this study (< 80%).
\[
\lambda = \frac{\text{mol } H_2O}{\text{mol } SO_3^-} = \frac{\Delta M_W}{M_0/\text{EW}_{\text{PFSA}}} + \lambda_{\text{res}}
\]

where \(M_W_{H2O}\) is the molecular weight of water (18.0 g/mol). The residual water content in the membrane that is present at 0% RH at 25°C (\(\lambda_{\text{res}}\)) was also measured from the weight loss after heating the samples at 120°C (\(M_0 - M_{120C}\)), until a stable weight was reached in the DVS chamber, given by the formula:\(^{46,51}\)

\[
\lambda_{\text{res}} = \frac{(M_0 - M_{120C})/M_W_{H2O}}{M_0/\text{EW}_{\text{PFSA}}}
\]

We also adopted a modified version of Equation (3) for Ce-doped PFSA to account for the cation solvation effects, which will be discussed in more detail in the Results section.

### 2.3 Conductivity

In this study, both the in-plane and through-plane conductivities of the specimens were measured. The through-plane conductivity was measured as a function of RH and temperature with a MTS 740 Membrane Test System (Scribner Associates, Inc.) and the in-plane conductivity was measured using a four-electrode BT-110 conductivity cell (Scribner Associates, Inc.). For the through-plane conductivity tests, AC impedance measurements were performed under controlled humidity and temperature with an SI 1260 impedance/gain-phase analyzer (Schlumberger Technologies, Inc.) and ZPlot software (Scribner Associates, Inc.). Membranes with dimensions of 10 mm × 30 mm were sandwiched between SGL 10BC gas-diffusion layers (GDLs). The GDLs were attached to the platinum source electrode with conductive carbon paint. The assembly was compressed with a load of approximately 2.15 ± 0.02 MPa measured by a calibrated force spring and dial displacement indicator. In accordance with standard procedures,\(^{52}\) samples were first kept at 30°C and 70% RH under a nitrogen atmosphere for 2 hours at the beginning of the test. Afterward, samples were dried to 20% RH with a step of 10% RH, and then hydrated to 90% with increment intervals of 10% RH, then to 95 and 98% RH, similar to the protocol used for the water-uptake measurements described above. Samples were preconditioned for 30 min at each step and then the membrane resistance was measured using voltage-controlled frequency-sweep spectroscopy (10 mVAC at 0 VDC, 10 MHz to 1 Hz, 10 steps/decade). The conductivity (\(\kappa\)) was calculated as:
where, for through-plane measurements, $L$ is the thickness of the membrane taken as the average of measurements before and after the tests, $R$ is the resistance derived from the intercept of the high-frequency impedance with the real axis, and $A$ is the overlapping area of the platinum source electrodes (0.5 cm$^2$).

For in-plane conductivity measurements, two setups were employed for high- and low-temperature testing. In the first setup, membranes were cut into 14.6 mm wide strips and placed in the four-probe BT-110 conductivity cell. Prior to measurement, samples were equilibrated in H$_2$ at 80°C and 80% RH using a fuel-cell test stand (Fuel Cell Technologies) for 1 hour to ensure consistent thermal and hydration history. Specimens were then equilibrated at either 50 or 80°C in 80% RH H$_2$ for 15 minutes, and tested sequentially at 30, 50, 80, and 100% RH, with 15 minute equilibrations each. 30°C measurements were also performed at 100% RH, using an identical equilibration procedure. Conductivity of membranes in contact with liquid water (denoted throughout the text as “liquid-equilibrated”) were performed by immersing samples in 18 MΩ DI water maintained at 30, 50, or 80°C. A DC potential sweep was applied using a BioLogic SP-50 potentiostat from -0.1 to 0.1 V at 10 mV/s. In addition, a membrane testing system (MTS 740, Scribner Associates Inc.) equipped with a Solartron 1286 DC potentiostat and a BT-110 conductivity cell was used for low-temperature testing under the same conditions as the through-plane measurements. From these measurements, the in-plane conductivity was calculated using Equation (5), where $\frac{1}{R}$ is the slope of the voltammogram, $L$ is the distance between the voltage reference and sense electrodes (4.25 mm), and $A$ is the cross-sectional area of the membrane.

2.4 Small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering

Small/wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS) experiments were performed in beamline 7.3.3 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). The X-ray wavelength was 0.124 nm, with a monochromator energy resolution of E/dE of 100, and the presented patterns were collected using a 2-D Dectris Pilatus 2 M CCD detector (0.172 mm x 0.172 mm pixel size). The scattering wave vector, $q = 4\pi \sin(\theta/2)/\lambda$, where $\theta$ is the scattering angle, was in the range of 0.001 to 0.04 Å$^{-1}$ for SAXS and 0.5 to 3 Å$^{-1}$ for WAXS. In situ liquid-equilibrated scattering experiments were conducted by immersing the samples in 25°C
liquid water using custom-designed sample holders with X-ray transparent Kapton windows, as described previously.\textsuperscript{46,53} The collected 2-D scattering patterns were azimuthally integrated to generate 1-D intensity profiles, $I(q)$, which were corrected by subtracting the background scattering. From the SAXS data, hydrophilic domain spacing and full-width half-max (FWHM) were calculated using a Gaussian fit to the ionomer scattering peak. The relative degree of crystallinity was calculated from the ratio of the integrated area of the crystalline and amorphous peaks (See the Supporting Information [SI] for details).

3. Results

Before proceeding with the results, it is instructive to explain how the quantity of cations in the ionomer membrane system (Ce ions + the remaining protons) changes as a function of Ce ion doping level, $f_{Ce}$. As the membrane is de-protonated by increasing $f_{Ce}$, multivalent Ce ions of charge $z_{Ce}$ replace $z_{Ce}$ protons in order to satisfy electroneutrality, resulting in a decrease in the total number of cations in the system. Here, we define the cation mole fraction ($f_{cation}$) as the ratio of total cations in the membrane to the number of sulfonate groups, as shown in Figure 1a, which is represented as:

$$f_{cation} = f_{proton} + \frac{1}{z_{Ce}} f_{Ce} = (1 - f_{Ce}) + \frac{f_{Ce}}{z_{Ce}}$$

(6)

Which becomes 1 in proton form ($f_{Ce} = 0$), and decreases linearly to 1/3 or 1/4 in the fully-exchanged Ce$^{3+}$ or Ce$^{4+}$ forms, respectively, ($f_{Ce} = 1$), as shown in Figure S2.
Figure 1 – Illustration of proposed changes in the PFSA structure at the (a) nano- and (b) mesoscales as a function of Ce ion doping level ($f_{Ce}$). In (a), water content and cation fraction calculated in Equations (6)-(9) are shown for a representative ionomer chain containing four sulfonate groups neutralized with various counter-ions (i.e., protons and/or Ce ions). The descriptions are included to highlight the significant changes in numerical values of ionomer hydration depending on if the fraction of cation-water complexes is included.
3.1 Water Uptake and Hydration Behavior

Inspection of the water-sorption isotherms in Figure 2a reveals that with increasing $f_{Ce}$, $\lambda$ increases at lower RH (0 to 10%), but decreases at higher RH levels, with 98% RH showing the most dramatic reduction in hydration. $\lambda$ increases from $f_{Ce} = 0$ to $f_{Ce} = 0.5$ at 0% RH and remains almost constant at 10% RH. Noting that $\lambda$ at 0% RH represents the residual water in the membrane, exchanging protons with Ce ions slightly enhances the membrane’s bulk water retention capacity at this RH. As shown in Figure 2b, membranes exchanged with Ce ions uptake less water molecules per sulfonate group for $f_{Ce} > 0.5$, with a > 20% decrease at high $f_{Ce}$ and RH levels. For $f_{Ce} < 0.5$, the impact of Ce$^{3+}$ or Ce$^{4+}$ on weight uptake and water content is negligible. To account for the changing fraction of total protons and Ce ions in the system and glean insights into their solvation at different length scales, modified descriptions for hydration at nano- and mesoscales are proposed. These definitions are illustrated and explained in greater detail in Figure 1a.

First, in accordance with Shi et al.,$^{46}$ the definition of nanoscale hydration ($\lambda_{cation}$), is adopted, which represents the number water molecules locally associated with the cations in the system ($f_{cation}$) and is a measure of solvation of the remaining cations:

$$\lambda_{cation} = \frac{mol \, H_2O}{mol \, H^+ + mol \, Ce^{2+}} = \frac{mol \, H_2O}{mol \, SO_3^-} \times \frac{mol \, SO_3^-}{mol \, H^+ + mol \, Ce^{2+}}$$  

(7)

The equation above can be combined with definitions of $\lambda$ [Equation (3)] and $f_{cation}$ [Equation (6)] and rewritten as:

$$\lambda_{cation} = \frac{\lambda(f_{Ce},RH)}{f_{cation}} = \frac{\lambda(f_{Ce},RH)}{(1 - f_{Ce} + \frac{f_{Ce}}{z_{Ce}})}$$  

(8)

This expression establishes a relationship between the hydration of the sulfonate groups and the solvation of all cations in the system. It should also be noted that the $\lambda$s used in Equation (8) are functions of both $f_{Ce}$ and RH. This local hydration effect is isolated by normalizing $\lambda_{cation}$ to their respective proton-form values at each RH ($\lambda_{H^+}$), which converges to an exponentially-increasing function of $f_{Ce}$ as shown in Figure 2c. Thus, $\lambda_{cation}$ increases with increasing Ce ion doping, which indicates a higher fraction of water molecules interacting with cations.
Figure 2 – Hydration behavior of PFSA membranes exchanged with various amounts of Ce ions: (a) Sorption isotherms for PFSA-Ce^{4+} at 25°C plotted in terms of weight change vs. relative humidity and (b) water molecules per sulfonate group (λ) vs. Ce^{4+} ion doping level at selected RH values. Effect of Ce doping on (c) water content per cation (λ_{cation}) normalized with respect to its initial value for proton form membrane (λ_{H^+}), and (d) hydrated charge carrier network volume fraction (φ_{Ce}). The lines in (a)-(c) are guides-for-the-eye. The values in (b)-(d) are shown at selected RH levels, where the same symbol colors are used for each RH. In (c) and (d) both Ce^{3+} (triangle symbols) and Ce^{4+} (diamond symbols) are used.

When hydration is characterized in terms of λ_{cation}, the effect of Ce ion doping presents a striking contrast: while increasing f_{Ce} slightly reduces the average λ, it greatly increases the number of water molecules per cation, λ_{cation}. This indicates that, despite a decrease in λ (water associated with fixed sulfonate groups) with increasing f_{Ce}, the remaining water molecules form
a higher degree of association with each Ce ion, resulting in increased values of $\lambda_{\text{cation}}$ (water per mobile cation). This effect arises from electroneutrality and changes in the mole fraction of cations, as illustrated in Figure 1a. We attribute this effect to the high hydration number of Ce compared to protons (i.e., large solvation energy; 9 H$_2$O in solution compared to proton’s solvation by 3.6 to 4 H$_2$O$^{2,54}$), which is supported by molecular-dynamics simulations of multivalent cations in PFSAs which suggest strong solvation$^{55}$ especially at low water contents$^{56}$. This effect is seen more clearly in terms of water molecules per cation, a better measure of ion solvation, which increases by two-fold even at low RH, when the membrane is fully exchanged with Ce (Figure 2c).

To reconcile the discrepancy between the local, nanoscale hydration ($\lambda_{\text{cation}}$) and the macroscopically observed decrease in bulk water uptake ($\lambda$), another description for hydration is proposed based on the solvation of the varying amount of cations ($f_{\text{cation}}$) within the mesoscale ion-conducting hydrophilic domain network. $\phi_w$ is the volume fraction of this network, defined as:

$$\phi_w = \frac{\lambda}{\lambda + \bar{V}_p/\bar{V}_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\bar{V}_p$ and $\bar{V}_w$ are the molar volumes of dry PFSA and water, respectively. $\bar{V}_p$ can be estimated from the PFSA’s EW and density: $\bar{V}_p = EW_{\text{PFSA}}/\rho_{\text{PFSA}}$ and $\bar{V}_w$ is 18.1 cm$^3$/mol.

Since all ions are assumed to be located within these hydrophilic domains$^{57}$, the product of $\phi_w$ and $f_{\text{cation}}$ quantifies the volume fraction of the total amount of charge carriers (i.e., water and cations) in the hydrophilic domain network of PFSA (Figure 1). We define the “hydrated charge carrier network” volume fraction as:

$$\phi_{cc} = \phi_w f_{\text{cation}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

As shown in Figure 2d, the quantity $\phi_{cc}$ decreases continuously with increasing $f_{Ce}$ due to exclusion of water with increased exchanged Ce ions. This suggests reduced concentrations of hydrated charge carriers at the mesoscale, despite greater cation solvation at the nanoscale (Figure 2c). These trends imply that in cation-exchanged systems, characterization and quantification of hydration changes distinctly across these length scales (Figure 1) and strongly depends on both the solvation and concentration of the multivalent ions.
3.2 Conductivity

3.2.1 Effect of Temperature in Liquid Water

The effect of temperature on the conductivity of Ce ion-exchanged PFSA equilibrated in liquid water can be seen in Figure 3. Conductivity decreases monotonically as $f_{Ce}$ increases (Figure 3a). Furthermore, when the values are normalized to the conductivity of proton-form PFSA at each temperature ($\kappa_{H^+}$, which occurs at $f_{Ce} = 0$), all values overlap on a single curve (Figure 3a, inset). This behavior implies that, when equilibrated in liquid water, the conductivity of Ce-doped PFSAs can be expressed mathematically as a combination of a $f_{Ce}$-dependent, thermally-activated resistance ($R_T$) and a hydration-driven resistance ($R_H$):

$$R_{H+/Ce} = R_T(T, f_{Ce}) \times R_H(f_{Ce})$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

For the latter term, this decrease in conductivity can be described by a rule-of-mixtures between PFSA in proton-form ($\kappa_{H^+}$) and fully ion-exchanged form ($\kappa_{Ce}$, which occurs at $f_{Ce} = 1$). This behavior implies a smooth transition of properties that result in reduced conductivity in the $\kappa_{Ce}$ case, which will be explored in the following sections.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** – (a) Conductivity of PFSA-Ce$^{3+}$ at different temperatures equilibrated in liquid water as a function of the Ce ion doping level ($f_{Ce}$). (b) Arrhenius plot of conductivity vs. temperature of PFSA-Ce$^{3+}$ samples equilibrated in liquid water. Dotted lines in (a) are a guide-for-the-eye representing rule-of-mixtures between $\kappa_{H^+}$ and $\kappa_{Ce}$.

While this approximation can capture the experimental data (lines in Figure 3a), the effect of temperature on conductivity summarized in an Arrhenius plot in Figure 3b shows a thermally-
activated contribution to resistance \( R_T \) in Equation (11). As shown in the inset of Figure 3b, the activation energy for conductivity of liquid-equilibrated samples also increases at higher \( f_{Ce} \), from 12 kJ/mol at \( f_{Ce} < 0.5 \) to over 20 kJ/mol after \( f_{Ce} > 0.5 \).

3.2.2 Effects of Temperature and Humidity in Vapor

![Conductivity at 80°C](a) Conductivity at 80°C ![Conductivity at 50°C](b) Conductivity at 50°C ![Conductivity at 100% RH](c) Conductivity at 100% RH

**Figure 4** – Effects of relative humidity on the conductivity of PFSA-Ce\( ^{Z+} \) membranes exchanged with low doping levels of Ce\( ^{3+} \) and Ce\( ^{4+} \) \( (f_{Ce} = 0.14 \) and 0.093, respectively), at (a) 80°C and (b) 50°C. (c) Conductivity of PFSA-Ce\( ^{Z+} \) membranes at 100% RH shown as a function of temperature for low and high doping levels of Ce \( (f_{Ce} < 0.15 \) and > 0.85, respectively).

Conductivity measurements were carried out in water vapor to examine the effects of temperature and RH on the charge transport of Ce-exchanged and proton-form membranes (Figure 4). Membranes doped with ~10% Ce\( ^{3+} \) and Ce\( ^{4+} \) exhibit lower conductivity at all temperature and humidity values investigated. Conductivity in vapor also has a positive correlation with temperature, as was the case with conductivity in liquid water (Figure 3). Nevertheless, the relative decrease in \( \kappa \) compared to the H\(^+\) form membrane is higher at higher temperatures and lower RHs (i.e., hot and dry conditions). Thus, the presence of Ce ions in the membrane causes the most detrimental effects on transport in this T/RH regime, which has key implications for membrane performance – as these are relevant during device operation.\(^{32,58}\) For example, in PEM fuel cells, Ce ions tend to accumulate near drier regions in the plane of the active electrode area,\(^{31,32}\) thereby locally exacerbating its impact on transport resistance. While such a reduction in membrane conductivity is apparent for \( f_{Ce} < 0.15 \), the effects are exacerbated at \( f_{Ce} > 0.85 \), resulting in an order-of-magnitude lower conductivity (Figure 4c). Lastly, Ce\( ^{4+} \) exhibits lower conductivity for each case relative to Ce\( ^{3+} \), and again, the effects are most pronounced under hot and dry conditions. Identical trends were observed across all other temperature and RH conditions tested (Figure 4S3).
3.3 Small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering

Figure 5 – Morphology changes in liquid-hydrated PFSA-Ce\textsuperscript{Z+} as a function of Ce ion doping level ($f_{Ce}$): (a) SAXS profiles for PFSA-Ce\textsuperscript{4+}, and (b) hydrophilic domain spacing and (c) ionomer peak full-width half-max (FWHM) for PFSA-Ce\textsuperscript{Z+}. Individual SAXS spectra, along with their corresponding fits are shown Figure S4. In (b) and (c) both Ce\textsuperscript{3+} (triangle symbols) and Ce\textsuperscript{4+} (diamond symbols) are used.
SAXS and WAXS were performed to investigate the morphological changes to PFSA as a function of $f_{\text{Ce}}$. From WAXS spectra, a continuous change in amorphous peak accompanied by a reduction in crystalline peak, especially above $f_{\text{Ce}} > 0.6$, is inferred (See Figure S5a in the SI for WAXS spectra and fitting procedures). This indicates a slight reduction to the relative degree of crystallinity which decreases from 15 to 13% with increasing $f_{\text{Ce}}$ up to $f_{\text{Ce}} = 0.5$ (Figure S5b). The reduced crystallinity at higher doping levels could be related to the disruption of the crystallites formed by PFSA’s fluorocarbon backbone chains, even though Ce ions primarily interact with the sulfonate groups in the hydrophilic regions of PFSAs.

To examine the impact of $f_{\text{Ce}}$ on nano- and mesomorphology in the hydrated state, hydrophilic domain and network structures were analyzed from the SAXS profiles of liquid-equilibrated membranes exchanged with Ce ions. As shown in Figure 5a, even at low doping levels ($f_{\text{Ce}} < 0.1$), the ionomer peak of the SAXS spectra shifts strongly to higher $q$, indicating smaller hydrophilic domain spacing. Domain spacing decreases continuously with increasing $f_{\text{Ce}}$, although the values begin to reach a plateau after the 50% doping level, as observed in Figure 5b.

Another impact of Ce ion doping on nanomorphology is the broadening of the ionomer peak, which can be quantified by its FWHM (Figure 5c). The FWHM increases with increased $f_{\text{Ce}}$, indicating a weaker, more disordered degree of phase-separation between hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains. As was the case with domain spacing and crystallinity, the FWHM curve flattens at $f_{\text{Ce}} > 0.5$. This result is analyzed with caution because the change in scattering signal could also arise from the electron density differences caused by the large Ce ions, especially at high doping levels.

Nevertheless, a critical Ce ion doping level of 50% ($f_{\text{Ce}} = 0.5$) is apparent, above which PFSA shows a lower degree of phase separation. The reduced connectivity of these domains is proposed to result in more tortuous pathways for ion and water transport. This observation is consistent with the effect of multivalent Ce ions bringing together multiple poly(anionic) sulfonate groups, per electroneutrality, which would create strong local ionic crosslinks within smaller, more clustered, domains as illustrated in Figure 1b and create farther distances between neighboring clusters. Such an effect would also lead to reduced mobility of chains near the ionic moieties. These two effects suggest a structural origin of reduced conductivity due to the introduction of multivalent cations, as discussed in more detail below.
4. Discussion and Transport Model

4.1 Conductivity-Hydration Correlation

Figure 6 – Conductivity (\(\kappa\)) of PFSA-Ce\(^{Z+}\) membranes with various doping levels (\(f_{\text{Ce}}\)) of Ce\(^{3+}\) (closed symbols) and Ce\(^{4+}\) (open symbols) as a function of hydration plotted in terms of (a) water volume fraction (\(\phi_w\)) and (b) hydrated charge carrier network volume fraction (\(\phi_{cc}\)) described in Figure 1. The best fit for all measured data in (b) is shown with the curves enclosing the shaded area.

To isolate the effect of \(f_{\text{Ce}}\) on conductivity and hydration and search for a universal relationship between these parameters, their correlation is explored using the two representations of hydration, \(\phi_w\) and \(\phi_{cc}\), shown in Figure 1b. A plot of \(\kappa\) vs. \(\phi_w\) for various \(f_{\text{Ce}}\) shows a slightly nonlinear correlation, albeit with different slopes, which decreases monotonically as \(f_{\text{Ce}}\) increases (Figure 6a). The change in the slope of conductivity against hydration was previously reported for proton-form PFSAs, and associated with the ion exchange capacity and more recently modeled to be related to mesoscale network tortuosity.\(^{6,60}\) Conductivity of an interconnected water domain-network as a function of the domain volume fraction is expressed as:

\[
\kappa(\phi_w) = \kappa_0 (\phi_w - \phi_0)^n
\]  

(12)

where \(\kappa_0\) is a temperature-dependent prefactor, and \(\phi_0 = 0.05\) is the percolation threshold, which marks the minimum connectivity a membrane requires to facilitate ion transport.\(^{6,56}\) The exponent, \(n\), is a measure of hydrophilic domain network connectivity, and can be related to tortuosity; the lower the \(n\), the more tortuous the transport pathways for ion conduction. Figure 6a shows that \(n\)
is a strong function of $f_{Ce}$, which implies increased tortuosity of the hydrophilic domain network as more Ce ions are added to the system, consistent with a less connected network structure proposed from the scattering results (Figure 5c).

As shown in Figure 6b, when plotted as a function of the hydrated charge carrier network volume fraction ($\phi_{cc}$), conductivity converges for all $f_{Ce}$ and $z_{Ce}$. This universal relationship suggests that it is not the fraction of water domains (i.e., the geometry of interconnectivity), that affects the conductivity, alone, as seen in proton-form ionomers. Instead, in this PFSA-Ce$^{2+}$ system, the volume fraction of the hydrated charge carrier network within the PFSA matrix (i.e., the chemical character of interconnectivity) appears to most strongly underpin conductivity. This observation could have broad implications for the examination of transport properties in multivalent cation-exchanged ionomers: cation concentration and water volume fraction could be used together to model and analyze conductivity (and thus, cation transport properties$^{24,61}$).

These different trends demonstrate the important roles of cation solvation and fraction, at both the nano- and mesoscales. While the nanoscale effect can be mathematically represented by water per cation ($\lambda_{cation}$), which increases with doping (Figure 2c), the mesoscale network effect is characterized by $\phi_{cc}$, which decreases with doping (Figure 2d). In light of the above findings on structural and hydration changes due to doping, strong evidence is provided that suggests changes in transport properties could be linked to morphological changes in PFSA-Ce$^{2+}$ systems governed by ionic interactions and crosslinking. As $f_{Ce}$ increases, it is proposed that ionic crosslinks by multivalent Ce ions disrupt the connectivity of the hydrophilic domain network, leading to smaller, more clustered water domains within a more amorphous polymer structure. This results in more tortuous ion conduction pathways and increased transport resistance of the hydrophilic domain network, which is consistent with the observed decrease in macroscopic conductivity. To better elucidate the origins of this phenomenon and the role of ion-water interactions in ion transport at multiple length scales, the changes in measured conductivity were analyzed using a transport model.

### 4.2 Modeling of Transport Mechanisms

Ce-exchanged membranes have significantly lower conductivity than proton-form membranes, which may be attributed to (i) the lower intrinsic mobility of Ce ions compared to protons$^{62}$ (ii) the reduction of mobile water for protons to move through due to Ce ions strongly
binding water in its viscous solvation shell; and (iii) interactions between Ce ions and multiple sulfonic acid moieties, which increase the heterogeneity of PFSA’s hydrophilic transport network leading to increased tortuosity of proton and Ce ion transport pathways.

Using microscale theories for concentrated solution transport parameters, we recently showed that these effects on macroscopic conductivity could be delineated by expressing the conductivity as the combination of three distinct transport factors:

\[
\kappa = \kappa^\infty \left( \frac{\mu^\infty}{\mu} \right) \left( \frac{\phi_w}{\tau} \right)
\]

The first term (\(\kappa^\infty\)) is the \textit{ideal conductivity} factor of a hydrophilic domain and is a function of water content and the infinite dilution diffusivities of protons and Ce ions. \(\kappa^\infty\) accounts for (i) by quantifying the current carried by protons and Ce ions given their concentrations in the membrane and their mobilities. The second term (\(\frac{\mu^\infty}{\mu}\)) is the \textit{viscosity factor} that incorporates (ii) by describing how solvation of Ce\(^{Z^+}\) and H\(^+\) increases viscosity of the hydrophilic domains relative to that of pure water (\(\mu^\infty\)). The last term (\(\frac{\phi_w}{\tau}\)) is the \textit{tortuosity factor} that accounts for (iii) according to the tortuosity (\(\tau\)) within the mesoscale network of hydrophilic domain volume (\(\phi_w\)). A diffusion-in-pore model specifies the first term, and the second term is a Stokes-Einstein-type correction for viscosity using and the Einstein viscosity equation, as shown in the SI. The reader is also referred to Reference 63 for complete model details. Using the experimentally-determined values for \(\kappa\) and \(\phi_w\), Equation (13) was solved for \(\tau\) at each doping and hydration level.
Figure 7 – Calculated transport factors for different Ce loadings ($f_{Ce}$) as a function of water volume fraction ($\phi_w$): (a) the conductivity of PFSA-Ce$^{2+}$ without viscosity or tortuosity corrections, (b) the viscosity factor of the electrolyte solution inside the membrane, and (c) the tortuosity factor of hydrophilic domain network. Factors normalized to their proton forms are shown as a function of $f_{Ce}$ for (d) $\phi_w = 0.1$ and (e) $\phi_w = 0.2$. The transport factors plotted as a function of the hydrated charge-carrier network volume fraction ($\phi_{cc}$) are shown in the insets of (a)-(e).

Figure 7a-c shows the contributions of the three calculated factors (i-iii) to the total macroscopic conductivity plotted as a function of $\phi_w$. Figure 7a shows that as water is added to the membrane in proton form, the concentration of ionic groups decreases, which reduces the conductivity of a hypothetical solution in which cations have the same mobility as in infinite dilution (i.e., constant water volume fraction and viscosity). Thus, accounting for (i), when Ce ions replace protons, the lower intrinsic mobility of Ce ions further reduces the ideal conductivity factor.
Figure 7b shows the viscosity factor (which is inversely proportional to viscosity of the electrolyte solution inside the membrane) also increases with hydration [Equations (S3) and (S4)], which increases conductivity according to Equation (13). Adding Ce ions increases viscosity at every hydration level (i.e., shifts the viscosity factor curve down), in accordance with (ii). At the nanoscale, water strongly associates with the Ce ions independent of hydration (as shown in Figure 2c), which increases viscosity.60

Figure 7c shows that increasing the water volume fraction makes a larger fraction of the membrane conductive and increases connectivity between hydrophilic domains (i.e., less tortuous mesoscale transport pathways) resulting in a larger tortuosity factor and higher conductivity. The addition of Ce ions decreases mesoscale domain connectivity (as shown in Figure 6), which results in a decreased tortuosity factor (i.e., increased tortuosity) at a given hydration, decreasing conductivity as (iii) states.

Figure 7d and e show the transport factors normalized to their proton-form values at fixed low and high membrane hydration levels ($\phi_w = 0.1$ and 0.2, respectively). This illustrates their relative influence on macroscale conductivity as a function of $f_{Ce}$. The assumption of this analysis, that electrolyte properties of the hydrophilic domains are similar to those of bulk electrolytes, is consistent with the findings of other studies.65 At low hydration (Figure 7d), increased tortuosity causes the largest drop in conductivity relative to the contributions of proton displacement (reduced ideal conductivity) and viscofication. At higher hydration (Figure 7e), both increased tortuosity and lower Ce ion mobility dominate the conductivity loss.

Interestingly, when these three factors are plotted as a function of $\phi_{cc}$ (Figure 7, insets), the parameter for charge-carrier network volume fraction, factors (i-iii) show different scaling trends, the combination of which yields the universal convergence of macroscopic conductivity with $\phi_{cc}$ (i.e., $\kappa \propto \phi_{cc}$), as observed in Figure 7b. Next, we deconstruct the origins of this universality by analyzing how each factor scales with $\phi_{cc}$. At a given $\phi_{cc}$, (i) the conductivity factors decreases with $f_{Ce}$ leading to downwards deviation from the scaling of macroscopic conductivity. (ii) The viscosity factors converge across all $f_{Ce}$ and $\phi_{cc}$, as it is directly governed by the volume fraction of hydrated charge carrier network, thereby matching the macroscopic scaling ($\kappa \propto \phi_{cc}$). Lastly, (iii) The tortuosity factors increase with $f_{Ce}$ leading to upwards deviation from the macroscopic scaling. Hence, given that each factor directly contributes to the
macroscopic conductivity, their combination results in a net effect of matching the universal scaling of conductivity with the hydrated charge-carrier network volume fraction (i.e., $\kappa \propto \phi_{cc}$).

Recall that $\phi_{cc}$ is inversely proportional to $f_{Ce}$ and proportional to RH (Figure 2d). Thus, the observation of increased tortuosity with increased $f_{Ce}$ and decreased hydration follows the morphological changes inferred from SAXS data (Figure 5) and from previous hydration studies, respectively. This establishes a qualitatively consistent link between the conductivity and tortuosity factors, even when analyzed in the context of $\phi_{cc}$.

These findings corroborate the distinct role Ce doping plays at nanoscales (by changing ionic interactions and replacing protons with Ce ions of larger size/hydration number) and at mesoscales (through reduced concentrations of ionic charge carriers and increased tortuosity/heterogeneity of the hydrophilic domain network). Further, they give credence to using $\phi_{cc}$ for transport analysis, which mathematically accounts for the nanoscale and macroscale network effects by combining them in a newly defined term. This approach is beneficial for simplifying the analysis of transport properties of cation-ionomer systems; however, future studies should validate this approach in systems with varying/mixed cations and ionomer chemistries.

### 4.3 Implications for Migration/Diffusion

To illustrate the role Ce ions play in these devices, we considered an isothermal, 1-D cell model consisting of a membrane sandwiched between two Pt metal electrodes that form a hydrogen pump (i.e., hydrogen oxidation and evolution), the details of which are described in the SI. In this example, the chemical potential of water is uniform across the membrane. A current density ($i$) is applied to the cell that is proportional to the proton flux at steady state. Here, the flux of Ce in the membrane ($N_{Ce}$) is zero because it cannot leave the membrane. Concentrated-solution theory dictates that species fluxes are related to $i$ and chemical potential gradients of Ce and protons ($\mu_{Ce}$ and $\mu_{H}$, respectively):\(^{68,69}\)

$$N_{Ce} = 0 = \frac{t_{Ce} i}{z_{Ce} F} - \alpha_{Ce} \frac{d}{dx} \left( \mu_{Ce} - \frac{z_{Ce}}{z_{H}} \mu_{H} \right)$$  \(14\)

where $F$ is the Faraday constant and $t_{Ce}$ is the transference number of Ce. $\alpha_{Ce}$ is a transport coefficient that describes the flux of Ce ions under Ce and proton ionic chemical potential gradients:
\[ \alpha_{Ce} = \alpha_{Ce}^\infty \left( \frac{\mu^\infty}{\mu} \right) \left( \frac{\phi_w}{\tau} \right) \]  

(15)

which is, notably, dependent on viscosity \( \left( \frac{\mu^\infty}{\mu} \right) \) and tortuosity \( \left( \frac{\phi_w}{\tau} \right) \) terms.

Equation (14) shows that at steady-state in an electrochemical cell, migration (first term) is balanced by Ce diffusion down the Ce and up the H\(^+\) chemical potential gradients (second term). The microscale model used to specify conductivity is based on a molecular description of Stefan-Maxwell friction coefficients that allows self-consistent calculation of any other membrane transport properties.\(^{63}\) This model has been validated against various systems,\(^{63}\) and the gradients predicted (Figure S6) match both the direction and shape of those experimentally-observed using microprobe and benchtop XRF.\(^{27,30}\) With this in mind, their precision would be refined through further validation, but their outputs are qualitatively accurate. Similarly to the conductivity model, the experimentally-determined values for \( \kappa \) and \( \phi_w \) and the microscale models for \( \alpha_{Ce}^\infty \) and \( t_{Ce} \) were used to solve Equation (14) for \( \tau \) at each doping and hydration level.

**Figure 8** plots the resulting (a) \( \alpha_{Ce} \) and (b) \( t_{Ce} \) as a function of \( f_{Ce} \) and \( \phi_w \). This approach contrasts previous transport studies, where Ce migration coefficients were taken to be independent of \( f_{Ce} \).\(^{3,27,30}\) At high \( \phi_w \) (blue circles), as \( f_{Ce} \) increases, \( \alpha_{Ce} \) and \( t_{Ce} \) both increase because there are additional Ce ions to diffuse and carry current. At low \( \phi_w \) (orange squares), \( \alpha_{Ce} \) is significantly reduced relative to the high \( \phi_w \) case as the hydrophilic network becomes more tortuous and impedes transport. This is consistent with the order-of-magnitude decrease in tortuosity factor modeled at low \( \phi_w \) (Figure 7a), which dominates the \( \alpha_{Ce} \) term. Since \( t_{Ce} \) is independent of these tortuosity and viscosity factors, its behavior is similar at low and high \( \phi_w \). These trends are consistent across all \( \phi_w \) measured, which underscores the importance of considering \( f_{Ce} \) when determining cation transport coefficients, especially at \( \phi_w \) and \( f_{Ce} \), which may result in \( \alpha_{Ce} \) variations of greater than two orders of magnitude relative to the proton form (Figure S7a).
Figure 8 – The (a) transport coefficient ($\alpha_{Ce}$) and (b) transference number ($t_{Ce}$) of Ce$^{3+}$ as a function of different Ce loadings ($f_{Ce}$) at low and high water volume fractions ($\phi_w = 0.13$ and 0.23, respectively). Values for all $\phi_w$ are shown in Figure S7.

In electrochemical devices, Ce ions create mass-transport limitations by preventing protons from reaching the cathode,\textsuperscript{37,38,70} plus indirectly induces them increasing the viscosity and tortuosity of the hydrophilic domains in the membrane (Figure 7) which decreases proton and Ce transport coefficients (Figure 8). To highlight the importance of the Ce-dependent hydration and transport properties reported in this work on membrane performance, the membrane behavior is simulated for various scenarios.
Figure 9 – Maximum membrane Ce loading ($f_{Ce}$) and minimum average water content ($\lambda$) allowed to maintain a proton mass-transport limiting current of 0.1 A/cm$^2$ in a proton pump simulated under 3 scenarios: without accounting for Ce ion impacts on nanoscale viscosity or mesoscale tortuosity [dotted line, using Equation (16)], depending on only nanoscale effects of Ce ions [dashed line, using Equation (17)], and fully dependent on Ce ion contents [solid line, using Equation (15)].

Figure 9 shows the average membrane Ce loading and water content at which the mass-transport limited current density becomes 0.1 A/cm$^2$ for different scenarios of how Ce transport coefficient, $\alpha_{Ce}$, depends on $f_{Ce}$. When $\alpha_{Ce}$ does not incorporate how $f_{Ce}$ changes hydrophilic domain viscosity or tortuosity, it is simplified to:

$$\alpha_{Ce} = \alpha_{Ce}^{\infty} \left( \frac{\mu^{\infty}}{\mu} \right) \left( \frac{\phi_{w}}{\tau} \right) f_{Ce^{3+}=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The dotted line in Figure 9 shows that in this scenario, relatively high $f_{Ce}$ and low $\lambda$ are possible before reaching a 0.1 A/cm$^2$ limiting current, suggesting a rather positive scenario. Including only the nanoscale impact that Ce has on the hydrophilic domain viscosity, the Ce transport coefficient becomes:

$$\alpha_{Ce} = \alpha_{Ce}^{\infty} \left( \frac{\mu^{\infty}}{\mu} \right) \left( \frac{\phi_{w}}{\tau} \right) f_{Ce^{3+}=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

which reduces the transport coefficient and causes mass-transport limiting currents at a higher $\lambda$ and lower $f_{Ce}$ relative to the concentration-independent case, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 9.
9. When Ce content impacts the transport coefficient by changing both tortuosity and viscosity of the hydrophilic domains Equation (15) may be used to calculate $\alpha_{Ce}$. As shown by the solid line in Figure 9, in this scenario, the cell must be wet and have relatively low $f_{Ce}$ to reach the same level of current. These results indicate that using Ce-independent properties and not accounting for local increases in Ce contents (despite an average low $f_{Ce}$) would provide a misleading picture for the actual resistances occurring in a membrane. The changes Ce ions have on the nano- and mesoscales impacts cell performance to a similar extent, which highlights the key roles that cations play in both local changes in solvation and viscosity, as well as structural changes occurring at longer length scales, including the phase-separation, and ionic crosslinks, which affect domain network morphology.

4.4 Summary of Changes in Properties

![Image of a table and a graph]

**Figure 10 – Implication of Ce doping (a) membrane’s properties and (b) cell performance.** (a) The ranges of Ce-exchange percentage ($f_{Ce}$) in PFSA-Ce$^{Z+}$ membranes over which membrane properties change less than 10%, between 10 and 20%, and over 20 and 50%, relative to those for the protonated form ($f_{Ce} = 0$). The ranges are estimated based on the data reported in this paper and shown solely to highlight the relative impact of Ce loading on selected structural and transport properties, and therefore should not be taken as a definitive guidance for ionomer membranes. (b) A contour map of mass-transport limiting current density in the membrane as a function of membrane water content and Ce loading calculated by numerically integrating Equation (14) across the membrane thickness.
To illustrate the changes in the membrane structural, hydration, and transport properties incurred by Ce doping, the measured data were analyzed to identify approximately how much Ce should be exchanged in a PFSA membrane to induce a prescribed reduction in membrane properties, relative to the protonated form. Figure 10a demonstrates the ranges of Ce doping within which relative change of a property is less than 10%, 20%, and over 20%. Six properties were chosen to represent the structure-property relationship of the membrane and despite variation among the measurement conditions, the diagram nevertheless provides guidance for qualitative changes expected in membranes with Ce doping. The implications of these changes in hydration and transport properties on cell performance are also analyzed using the model to determine the proton mass-transport limiting current as a function of Ce loading and membrane water content. Figure 10b shows a contour plot of the limiting current density, which sharply decreases with a small amount of Ce doping. This impact is exacerbated in dry conditions in which the cell can tolerate only slight Ce loadings. Consequently, there is a tradeoff between operating in dry conditions and high Ce loadings. It must be noted that ionomer’s behavior in the entire Ce doping range is important and relevant, even if the initial average loading is low, because of the significant in-plane\textsuperscript{32} and through-plane\textsuperscript{26} changes to the local concentrations due cation transport during device operation.

Interestingly, even with over 50% Ce ion doping ($f_{\text{Ce}} > 0.5$), most nanostructural changes and reductions in water uptake are less than 20%. The fact that nanoscale domain spacing and water content exhibit similar relative changes with Ce exchange underscores the universal correlation between structure and swelling in ionomers and how it is maintained in membrane systems with controlled levels of cation dopants. A notable exception to this trend is the conductivity, which exhibits a more dramatic reduction with increased Ce doping: a 20% decrease is induced for less than 20% doping ($f_{\text{Ce}} < 0.2$), while conductivity decreases by half once the doping levels reach 50% ($f_{\text{Ce}} = 0.5$). This demonstrates the complex nature of ion transport in PFSA of mixed cations, which is governed by nanostructure and hydration, and also by multiscale structural effects, cation solvation, and cation-anion interactions, ultimately yielding a nonlinear trend. In fact, because a universal correlation between conductivity and hydration is found only when hydration is characterized by volume fraction of water adjusted for ion fraction in the
membrane instead of per anion, the key role of cation solvation and cation-water interactions is supported. The interplay between these factors may explain the variation in conductivity trends experimentally observed for other PFSA-cation systems.\textsuperscript{42}

Furthermore, while Ce exchange affects the hydrophilic domains at nanoscales, it also impacts morphological reorganization that can be associated with tortuosity and network effects, which are shown to have negative implications for membrane’s transport resistance. These features, therefore, correspond to conductivity diminished disproportionately with doping level, compared to that expected by simple substitution of protons by less mobile Ce, alone. The impact of Ce loading on membrane properties increases in the order of hydration < morphology < transport, with over 25% decrease in conductivity at a loading exceeding \( f_{\text{Ce}} > 0.25 \), yet the convoluted impact of these changes on cell performance is even more severe, with over 100% reduction in limiting current, especially during dry operation. While a membrane containing less Ce and more water could mitigate some of these performance losses, considering the realistic cell operating conditions and Ce loading range for commercially-feasible durable membranes, the impact of Ce on cell performance limitation is evident with an apparent performance-durability interplay.

5. Conclusions

The importance of PFSA\textsubscript{s} in electrochemical technologies makes it a critical target for analysis. In particular, the study of cation-poly(anion) complexes used in PFSA to neutralize radicals is necessary to better understand their transport mechanisms and overall impact on performance. The studies performed help elucidate those phenomena. Water-uptake measurements indicate that with increased Ce ion doping, water uptake increases at lower RH and decreases at higher RH levels. Liquid-water conductivity measurements show that conductivity decreases with increased Ce doping. This effect is exacerbated in vapor conditions, where Ce cations negatively affect proton transport the most under hot and dry conditions. SAXS data reveal a broader ionomer scattering peak with increasing Ce doping, suggesting a weaker degree of phase-separation between hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains.
The relationship between conductivity and hydration was further explored, and a universal correlation was defined based on the hydrated charge carrier network volume fraction. Modeling of transport mechanisms also suggest conductivity diminishes disproportionately with doping level, compared to that expected by simple substitution of protons by less mobile Ce, which underscores the critical role of multiscale structural changes in the ionomer system, and also provides the basis for further studies on how these findings can be applied to other mixed cation systems. Also, because of Ce gradients forming within the membrane, low average Ce loadings can cause high local Ce concentrations, which highlights the importance of measuring and using Ce-dependent properties with a wide range of doping levels, even if the initial doping in the membrane is low. The combined experimental and theoretical analysis demonstrate a nonlinear decrease in conductivity driven by cation solvation at the nanoscale and morphological changes at longer length scales, with strong implications on cation transport and cell performance, which are used to guide design of fuel cell membranes with optimized functionality and performance.

Supporting Information
The SI contains Ce ion doping calibration curves and corresponding levels of total cations measured in these experiments; conductivity data across a range of T/RHs; SAXS/WAXS spectra and fitting procedures, along with crystallinity results; conductivity model details; transport model details and calculated 1-D cation profiles in the membrane during device operation with corresponding transport coefficients and transference numbers.
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